Rainbow over Cusco looking out from an Inca Settlement called Sacsayhuaman (pronounced the same as “Sexy Wom-on”)
One of the Many Cathedrals dotting the Peruvian landscape, this one dates to 1729 and is one of the four sides of the Main Square in Cusco.

Everywhere in Cusco, there is always a scenic backdrop and classic architecture.
Many Spanish Structures dating from Colonial times are built on Inca ruins and foundations dating from before the 1500's. Above is a long standing Monastery built over an Incan Priest Caste Settlement

The Inca built large structures throughout Cusco for various tasks. This structure was built as a wall to defend the Capital and possibly to carry fresh spring water to farms across the valley.
Cusco's main square seen from Saqsaywaman. The colonial era buildings the modern blend together in the center of Cusco.

The size of Incan terraces were breathtaking, in this picture some staff were cutting the grass on the second from the right terrace and the staff is nearly impossible to see.